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Abstract—G proteincoupled receptors (GPCRs) represent the biggest transmembrane receptor family. The Frizzled group
of GPCRs is evolutionarily conserved and serves to transduce signals from the Wnttype lipoglycoprotein growth factors.
The Wnt/Frizzled signaling cascades are repeatedly used during animal development and are mostly silent in the adult.
Improper activation of these cascades, e.g. through somatic mutation, underlies cancer development in various tissues. Our
research over the past years has identified the trimeric G proteins as crucial transducers of the Wnt/Frizzled cascades in
insect and mammalian cells. The current minireview summarizes our findings on the role of G proteins in Wnt/Frizzled
signaling, as well as on identification of other signaling intermediates in this physiologically and pathologically important
type of intracellular signal transduction.
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INTRODUCTION INTO GPCR SIGNALING
G proteincoupled receptors (GPCRs) represent the
biggest receptor family in the animal kingdom [1]. More
than one thousand GPCR genes are encoded by the
human genome, and more than half of all marketed drugs
target GPCRs and their signaling pathways [2]. The evo
lutionary success of GPCRs has allowed diversification of
their sequences, building structures competent to recog
nize and transduce across the cell membrane a wide vari
ety of signals, from quanta of light, ions, small organic
molecules, to large macromolecules [3]. Yet the principal
organization of GPCRs is stable: they have the extracel
lular N and the intracellular Cterminus, and seven
transmembrane helixes connected by three extracellular
and three intracellular loops [1, 3].
Ligand binding is mediated by receptor regions dis
tributed throughout the extracellular and transmembrane
domains and causes conformational changes in the
receptor, most noticeable of which is the outward move
ment of transmembrane helix VI [4, 5]. The consequence
of these changes is the release of intracellular protein
recognition sites, hidden in the inactive receptor state and
for different GPCRs located on different intracellular
parts of the receptor [5, 6]. Interaction with and resultant
activation of the intracellular effector molecules is the
first step in the series of signal transduction events culmi

nating at various GPCRinduced cellular responses, e.g.
transcription regulation, cell shape change or motility,
proliferation, or death.
The main intracellular GPCR effector molecules are
the heterotrimeric G proteins, which provide the name
for this receptor group. A heterotrimeric G protein con
sists of three subunits, α, β, and γ, of which the αsubunit
is responsible for binding to guanine nucleotides. Four
main subgroups of Gαsubunits can be identified: Gαs,
Gαq, Gαi/o, and Gα12/13 [7].
In the GDPbound state, the G protein can exist as
the heterotrimer and is competent to interact with the
cognate GPCR. The activated receptor acts as a GEF
(guanine nucleotide exchange factor), catalyzing the
exchange of GDP for GTP on the Gα. In most cases, this
event is followed by dissociation of the G protein trimer
into GαGTP and the βγheterodimer; both also typical
ly lose their contact with the GPCR. The two active
halves of the G protein bind and activate various down
stream transducer proteins [8]. With time, GTP on Gα is
hydrolyzed back to GDP; this reaction is strongly stimu
lated by the group of GAP (GTPase activating proteins)
regulators, most of which belong to the RGS (regulator of
Gprotein signaling) family of proteins [9]. In the con
ventional view, GTP hydrolysis is immediately followed
by the reassociation of the inactive Gαβγ trimer, which
is ready for the new cycle of activation by the GPCR.
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KINETIC DIVERSITY IN GPCR SIGNALING
Thousands of GPCRs are encoded by animal
genomes, yet the number of Gprotein subunits is much
more limited. For example, six Gα genes are present in
Drosophila melanogaster and 16 in human [10]. As the βγ
identity of the trimeric G protein complex is at large irrel
evant for the GPCR–G protein coupling [11], this mere
comparison of numbers poses the issue of how signal
specificity is achieved in the GPCR signaling. This issue
is further aggravated by the GPCR promiscuity, when any
given receptor can efficiently signal through multiple
Gαproteins [12]. So, how does the cell know which
GPCR has just been activated and which response pro
gram to choose, if, simply stated, numerous GPCRs
expressed on its surface all signal through the same G
proteins?
Our analysis has provided a possible answer to this
question. We performed mathematical modeling of the
early events in GPCR signal transduction, relying on pre
vious rigorous experimental measurements of GPCR, G
protein, and RGS intracellular concentrations, as well as
of their kinetic interaction constants [13]. We came across
a number of unexpected predictions concerning the
kinetics of GPCR signaling. First of all, we found that the
conventional view of the G protein activation, sketched
above, is just one of the several predicted signaling modes.
Indeed, high concentrations of free GTPloaded Gα and
Gβγ are predicted to result from GPCR activation in one
subset of experimentally measured concentrations and
constants. However, in another subset, the predicted
mode of system response is the production of high con
centrations of GDPloaded but monomeric Gα (plus free
Gβγ), while concentration of GαGTP is low in this
regime. Interestingly, this response mode is predicted to
occur in case of Gαomediated signaling [13], which has
multiple implications for the rest of this minireview. One
of such implications is the prediction that GαoGDP
should be at least as effective in its interactions with the
effector molecules as GαoGTP. This prediction is con
firmed by the subsequent experimental analysis (see
below).
Detailed modeling also showed the possibility of
oscillations in the GPCR–G protein–RGS signaling
system [13]. The frequency and the amplitude of these
oscillations depend on the exact parameters of the par
ticipating components, most importantly – of the
GPCR involved. Thus, we predicted that the signal
specificity in GPCR signaling is mediated not by the
exact identity of the G protein transducer, but by the
kinetic “signatures” of the signaling elicited by the given
GPCR. These kinetic “signatures” allow the cell to
“know” which signal it has received and how to properly
respond to this signal.
The simple forms of kinetic diversity of GPCR sig
naling predicted by our analysis (the existence of multiple
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 12 2010
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response modes, as well as existence of multiple steady
states with different flux rates) are the result of applica
tion of basic Michaelis–Mentenlike enzyme–substrate
analysis. In contrast, oscillations are predicted to occur
upon inclusion of the positive and the negative feedback
loops in our analysis [13], or of the negative feedback with
timedelay (not shown). Such regulations are well known
to exist in the GPCR signaling [14]. However, the direct
demonstration of oscillations in the component concen
trations of the GPCR signaling is still missing. One of our
goals is to test experimentally whether such oscillations
indeed exist. To this end, we had to develop an efficient
readout system using a selected GPCR. Many of our
experiments in this direction utilize the somewhat atypi
cal GPCR subfamily—the Frizzled family of receptor
proteins.

THE Wnt/FRIZZLED SIGNALING PATHWAY
Frizzled (Fz) proteins serve as receptors to the Wnt
family of secreted lipoglycoproteins [15]. The human
genome contains 19 genes for the Wnt ligands and 10
genes for Fz receptors. The Wnt/Fz signaling cascades are
well conserved in animal evolution, with the basic design
principles of this pathway present already in sponges [16].
In the absence of pathway activation, the cytoplasmic
protein Axin organizes the socalled destruction complex
of proteins which additionally includes the adenomatosis
polyposis coli protein (APC), glycogen synthase 3 kinase
(GSK3), and casein kinase [15]. The function of this
destruction complex is to bind and phosphorylate cyto
plasmic βcatenin, which is followed by ubiquitination
and proteasomal degradation of the latter. Binding of the
Wnt ligand to Fz and the singlepass transmembrane
coreceptor LRP5/6 leads to reorganization of the Axin
based destruction complex. An important role in this
process is played by the cytoplasmic protein Dishevelled
[17]. As a result of reorganization, the complex can no
longer bind and phosphorylate βcatenin. Thus, cytoplas
mic βcatenin levels rise, and it can diffuse into the
nucleus and bind a number of cofactors to trigger tran
scription of a set of Wnt target genes [18]. Among these
genes are cell cycle regulators [19, 20]; in general, the
Wnt signaling is responsible for the transcriptional activa
tion of cell proliferation.
Such cellular effect of the Wnt/Fz signaling on cell
proliferation underlies the main function of the pathway:
it is repeatedly used in organism development, being
responsive for multiple developmental programs from
early embryonic patterning to later organogenesis
processes [21]. In the adult, the Wnt/Fz signaling is most
ly silent. As may be predicted, improper activation of the
pathway, e.g. through somatic mutations in the pathway
components, leads to uncontrollable growth and ulti
mately cancer [22]. Many tissues are susceptible to car
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cinogenesis due to activation of the Wnt signaling; among
the most medically relevant cases are colon cancer and
breast cancer: ca. 90 and 50%, respectively, of all individ
ual cases of these cancers are associated with overactiva
tion of the Wnt pathway [22, 23].
During development, the physiological function of
Wnt ligands is to serve as morphogens [24, 25].
Morphogens are secreted molecules whose production
occurs in a spatially restrictive manner. Upon diffusion
through the developing tissue, morphogens create a gra
dient of concentration. Morphogenreceiving cells then
“read” the morphogen concentration and respond differ
ently depending on the concentration received. Thus,
Wnt secretion and diffusion must be a very precise and
controllable process. A very sophisticated route of Wnt
secretion has been developed, where multiple posttrans
lational modifications are sequentially added on the mor
phogen. These modifications allow creation of a number
of quality control steps during Wnt secretion [26, 27].
They are also required for the biological ligand activity of
Wnts.

REGGIE/FLOTILLIN IN LONGRANGE
Wnt DIFFUSION
The posttranslational modifications help build the
controllable diffusion of Wnts through the receiving tissue
and establish the precise morphogen concentration gradi
ent. Two to three lipid moieties added on Wnt molecules
drastically change Wnt diffusion properties, making it
highly hydrophobic and “sticky” for the cell membrane
and extracellular matrix components [28, 29]. This fea
ture ensures creation of very high Wnt concentrations
close to the source of production, required for expression
of specific “highthreshold” target genes by the tissue
located close to the Wnt production zone. However, Wnt
is known to diffuse over large distances in vivo, allowing
patterning of tissues on long scales, as happens e.g. during
limb development [30]. How does this hydrophobic sticky
Wnt penetrate far through the receiving tissue? The
answer came upon analysis of the form(s) in which Wnt is
secreted by the producing cells. It was discovered that in
addition to the monomeric (and poorly diffusive) form,
Wnt molecules can be packaged into lipoprotein particles,
where the hydrophobic parts of the morphogen are hid
den inside the particle [31]. Such lipoprotein particles
charged with Wnt can diffuse over long distances and are
responsible for target gene induction in cells located far
from the region of Wnt production.
The mechanism(s) mediating Wnt loading on
lipoprotein particles are poorly described. Our work has
provided compelling evidence that the lipid raftorganiz
ing protein reggie/flotillin plays an important role in this
process within the Wntproducing cells [32]. Reggie is the
first protein described to function in cis to specifically

package Wnt for the longrange diffusion. Loss of reggie
reduces Wnt diffusion range, while reggie overexpression
expands Wnt diffusion. Such changes differently affect
the expression of the highthreshold versus the low
threshold Wnt target genes throughout the receiving tis
sue. Modeling predicts that the overall diffusion capacity
of Wnt upon loss of reggie is decreased by an order of
magnitude [32]. These results are explained by the idea
that two secretion routes exist within the Wntproducing
cell. The first directs secretion of Wnt monomers, while
the second ensures Wnt packaging into highly diffusive
particles. Reggie likely acts as a pointsman on the branch
point of Wnt secretion, determining the selection of the
secretion route of the morphogen.

FRIZZLED PROTEINS SIGNAL
THROUGH THE TRIMERIC GoPROTEIN
Regardless of the molecular form by which Wnt is
delivered, essentially the same signaling cascade is initiat
ed in the receiving cells. As mentioned above, this cas
cade starts with the atypical GPCR Fz. Although Fzs
have the normal GPCR topology, their sequences bear
almost no similarity to the largest rhodopsinlike sub
group of the GPCR family. The GPCR nature of Fz pro
teins has been long debated, not the least due to the
absence of experimental evidence from model organisms
of the involvement of trimeric G proteins in Fz signaling.
We have closed this gap by unequivocally demonstrating
that in Drosophila, Fz pathways are mediated by the
trimeric Go protein, which acts as an immediate trans
ducer of these receptors [33, 34]. Analysis of Gαo mutant
alleles has revealed that the G proteindefective tissue
failed to normally transduce the Wnt/Fz signals. Gαo–/–
cells were unable to properly activate expression of the
Wnt target genes, which resulted in morphological abnor
malities in the adult mutant structures [33, 35]. Similar
defects could be induced by expression of pertussis toxin
(Ptx), whose enzymatic activity results in ADPribosyla
tion of Drosophila Gαo, leading to its uncoupling from
cognate GPCRs [33, 36, 37]. Subsequent experiments
also revealed the identity of the Gβγ subunits required for
the Wnt/Fz/Go signaling [35, 38].

In vitro PLATFORM TO MONITOR
Wnt/FRIZZLED ACTIVATION
We also wished to prove biochemically the GPCR
nature of Fz proteins. A receptor can be considered a
GPCR, if it can physically bind a trimeric G protein and –
upon ligand binding – activate the guanine nucleotide
exchange on its Gαsubunit. We performed a series of bio
chemical experiments, demonstrating that Fz proteins
indeed bind the trimeric Go protein and activate it in the
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 12 2010
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presence of Wnt ligands [39]. While multiple Wnt ligands
and 10 Fz proteins are encoded by the human genome,
very limited information is available as to which Wnts can
bind and activate which Fz receptors. Our experiments
lay the ground for the systematic analysis of this kind. Out
of multiple Wnts and Fzs analyzed, we establish the fol
lowing highly efficient human Wnt–Fz pairs:
Wnt3a–Fz1, Wnt5a–Fz7, and Wnt7–Fz6 [39].
In the course of our experiments, we established a
novel assay to monitor G protein activation. Traditionally,
the radioactive nonhydrolyzable GTP analog [35S]GTPγS
has been used for this purpose [40, 41]. However, the
usage of [35S]GTPγS has clear limitations as this assay is
very low throughput and involves handling of radioactive
compounds and waste. As the alternative to the tradition
al assay, we expanded the usage of europiumlabeled GTP
analog (EuGTP), originally developed by Perkin Elmer
[42], to any type of assay where radioactive analogs were
previously utilized [43]. This new format of monitoring G
protein activation is ideal for highthroughput analysis.
Thus, our experiments establish an innovative in vitro
platform suitable for the screening of chemical libraries
for GPCR modulators. We currently apply this platform
to identify smallmolecule agonists and antagonists of the
Wnt/Fz pathway. Given the high medical importance of
this pathway, the identified antagonists could become
leads to novel anticancer therapies [44]. On the other
hand, artificial agonists of the Wnt/Fz pathway could
become highly useful for the proliferation of various stem
cells in culture [45] or as potential regeneration activators
[46].
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developing wing tissue of Drosophila and found that Gαo,
in its activated state, can suppress negative activity of
Axin towards the Wnt/Fz signaling. Crucially, the RGS
domain of Axin was absolutely required for this negative
interaction between Axin and Gαo, replicating our bio
chemical observations. Thus, we concluded that Axin is
one of the targets of the G proteinmediated signaling
(see figure).
Interestingly, we found that the other half of the ini
tially trimeric Go complex, the Gβγ heterodimer, also
played an active role in Wnt signal propagation. Gβγ is
localized to the plasma membrane through its lipid mod
ifications, and upon liberation from the trimeric complex
it serves to attract to the plasma membrane another cyto
plasmic component of Wnt signaling, Dishevelled [38].
We predict that such relocalization ensures activation of
Dishevelled, which is then expected to result again in
inhibition of Axin, which Dishevelled binds through the
heterophilic interaction of the DIX domains present in
both proteins [51, 52]. Thus, the trimeric Go protein,
after dissociation by the GPCR activity of Fz receptors,
produces two moieties both acting to suppress Axin: Gαo
producing the direct, and Gβγ producing the indirect
(Dishevelledmediated) impact on Axin [38]. Such dou
ble action possesses a certain elegancy and probably has
been developed to guarantee Axin inhibition for the effi
cient Wnt/Fz signal propagation (see figure).

AXIN IS A TARGET OF Gαo SIGNALING
We next questioned, what could be the downstream
effectors of Gαo in Fz signaling? One of the possible tar
gets was Axin, the key negative player in cytoplasmic Wnt
signaling [47]. Axin was a likely candidate due to the
presence of the RGS domain in its sequence, known in
other proteins to bind Gαsubunits and catalyze GTP
hydrolysis on them [9]. However, previous studies showed
the absence of key residues responsible for this GAP
activity in the RGS domain of Axin [48].
To investigate whether Axin could be the target of
Gαo, we first performed biochemical investigation with
purified proteins. We found that the RGS of Axin could
efficiently interact with Gαo. However, as predicted,
Axin failed to speed up GTP hydrolysis by this G protein.
We next moved to cells and found that Gαo, especially in
its GTPbound state, could efficiently relocalize Axin
from cytoplasm to plasma membrane; such relocalization
has been observed before in cells stimulated by Wnt lig
ands and is considered to be the first step towards reorga
nization of the Axinbased βcatenin destruction com
plex [49, 50]. Finally, we performed experiments on
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 12 2010

endocytosis
of WntFz complexes

A general scheme of the early signal transduction events in
Wnt/Frizzled signaling. Upon binding of the Wnt ligand to
Frizzled, the trimeric Go complex is activated. The two compo
nents of the complex play an active role in signal transduction.
Gαo can directly act on Axin, and Gβγ activates Dishevelled.
Both Gαo and Dishevelled then converge on Axin to inhibit this
negative regulator of Wnt signaling. Additionally, Gαo recruits
Rab5 to promote endocytosis of the Wnt–Frizzled complexes,
which serves as amplification of the initial input from the lig
and–receptor interaction. See text for more detail
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Rab5 IS ACTIVATED BY Gαo TO AMPLIFY
THE Wnt/FRIZZLED SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION
Another – less expected – target of Gαo in Fz and
probably other GPCR signaling is Rab5. Rab5 is a small
(monomeric) GTPase, famous for its involvement in the
control of early endocytic events: clathrincoated vesicle
formation, fusion of the endocytic vesicles and early
endosomes, as well as homotypic fusion between early
endosomes [53]. We originally found a robust genetic
interaction between Rab5 and Gαo [54], which prompt
ed us to test whether the two proteins could physically
bind each other. To this end, we prepared Gαo and Rab5
as recombinant proteins and found a robust binding of
Gαo to Rab5; Gαo was also found to bind the fastrecy
cling Rab4 but not the slowrecycling Rab11 [54].
Curiously, Rab5GDP was a preferential binding partner
of Gαo. This might have suggested that Gαo acted as an
activator of Rab5, and indeed in cellular assays we found
that GαoGTP was able to activate Rab5 and induce
massive endosome fusion. Fz receptors had a similar
effect on Rab5, which was Gαodependent. What could
be the mechanism of Gαomediated activation of Rab5?
We excluded direct activation, as Gαo failed to activate
purified Rab5 in vitro. Instead, we showed that in vivo
activated Gαo was able to recruit Rab5 from the cyto
plasm to plasma membrane, where endogenous Rab5
activators are located [54]. Thus, we built the model
where Fz activation of Gαo resulted in local recruitment
and activation of Rab5, which in turn promoted Wnt/Fz
internalization (see figure). Such internalization of the
ligand/receptor complexes was found to serve to marked
ly strengthen the signal propagation [5456]. Thus, the
Gαo–Rab5 link is a novel mechanism ensuring amplifi
cation of the signal initially provided by Wnt/Fz binding.

BROAD SCREENING
FOR Gαo TARGET PROTEINS
We next decided to perform a broad whole
genome/wholeproteome identification of Gαo target
proteins. To achieve this goal, we designed and accom
plished in parallel three screening projects. The first was
genetic: Overexpression of Gαo in the eyes of Drosophila
leads to a clear rougheye phenotype due to developmen
tal aberrations. We then used this phenotype to look for
mutations, which would suppress or enhance its strength.
Such mutations represented genes whose products play a
function in the Gαodependent pathways. The second
screen was biochemical/proteomic. We immobilized dif
ferent forms of Gαo on a matrix, followed by incubations
with Drosophila protein extracts. Proteins specifically
retained by Gαo were then identified by peptide mass
fingerprinting. The third approach to identify Gαointer
acting proteins was the yeast twohybrid screen. The

completion of these three wholegenome/proteome
screening strategies has provided us with an unprecedent
ed thoroughness of identification of the binding/signaling
partners of a trimeric G protein. We currently apply an
intense bioinformatics analysis of this Gαointeraction
net in order to identify functional modules in Gαomedi
ated cellular responses. Partial results of these screens
have been published [37, 57]. Apart from the interesting
Gαo target proteins identified, these screens reveal one
interesting feature of Gαo signaling, namely the great
degree of overlap of the target proteins interacting with
the GDPbound (and traditionally considered inactive)
form of Gαo and its GTPbound (activated) form [37,
57]. In other words, many Gαo targets do not discrimi
nate between GαoGDP and GαoGTP. This feature is
unexpected within the dogmatic view of trimeric G pro
tein signaling. However, as described above, mathemati
cal modeling predicts that one of the modes of cellular G
protein activation produces high concentrations of Gβγ
and free GαGDP (with low concentrations of Gα
GTP) [13]. Importantly, this mode of activation was pre
dicted to be selected by Go due to specific kinetic prop
erties of this G protein [13]. It is thus not surprising that
Gαo, which inside the cell preferentially resides in the
monomeric GDPbound state upon GPCR activation,
efficiently binds many effector proteins in this GDP state.
Thus, our modeling predictions [13] are neatly confirmed
by experimental data ([37, 57] and unpublished data).

GoLocoPROTEIN Pins IS A TARGET OF Gαo
DURING ASYMMETRIC CELL DIVISIONS
One of the effector proteins of Gαo, identified in our
screens, is Pins (also known as Rapsynoid). Pins and its
homologs from nematodes to mammals are wellestab
lished regulators of asymmetric cell divisions [58].
Through multiple GoLoco domains located in the Cter
minal half of the protein, Pins binds Gαsubunits of
trimeric G proteins [59], and through the Nterminal
tetratricopeptide repeats—the microtubule anchoring
protein NuMA (Mud in flies, LIN5 in nematodes) [60,
61]. Previously, the GoLocomediated interaction of Gαi
to Pins had been reported [62], while we revealed the
interaction of Gαo and Pins in the asymmetric divisions
of the sensory organ precursor lineage of the Drosophila
peripheral nervous system [35]. However, the crucial fea
ture of the GoLoco–Gα interactions has been known as
the exclusive binding of GoLoco to the GDPloaded
form of Gαsubunits, while GTPbound forms of G pro
teins failed to bind GoLococontaining proteins [59].
This and other observations have led to the conventional
view that GoLoco proteins serve not as targets of Gα sig
naling, but instead as modulators of this signaling [59,
63]. This view became challenged by our identification –
in the yeast twohybrid screen – of Pins as the binding
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 12 2010
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partner of the GTPasedeficient (and thus constitutively
GTPbound) mutant form of Gαo [37]. Yeast twohybrid
and subsequent biochemical data have pinpointed this
unusual interaction to the GoLoco1 domain of Pins. In
contrast, GoLoco3 domain showed the conventional
exclusive interaction with GαoGDP. Analysis of the
GoLoco1 sequence revealed an additional positively
charged amino acid (lysine 15) in the center of GoLoco1
sequence. Mutation of lysine 15 for the amino acid, locat
ed in the same position in GoLoco3, abrogated binding to
GαoGTP, leaving binding to GαoGDP unaffected [37].
We performed numerous additional biochemical and
genetic experiments, which established Pins as a target of
FzGαo signaling in the sensory organ precursor cells. As
Pins and its homologs are expressed in other tissues, most
notably the brain [64, 65], where Gαo represents the
major G protein in insects and mammals [66, 67], our
data suggest that Pins is a general target of GPCR signal
ing mediated by the trimeric Go protein [37].
This completes the overview of the research in the
field of GPCR signaling in general and Wnt/Fz signaling
in particular, with the special focus on the contribution of
investigations of my laboratory. More research projects are
on the way in my laboratory, and multiple new exciting
projects are being born along the progression of our
research. These ongoing investigations aim at characteriz
ing newly identified Gαo targets, as well as the whole
Gαomediated GPCR signaling network at the systems
level. I wish to round up this minireview by expression of
the idea that GPCR signaling, despite its vast biological
and medical importance and many years of investigation
in numerous labs, is still waiting for the understanding of
its fundamental organizing principles. My research aims at
approaching the perception of these principles, which –
I strongly believe – can only be achieved through the
intense combination of experimentation and mathemati
cal modeling.
I thank members of my laboratories for the critical
reading of the manuscript.
The work was supported by grant No. 02.740.11.5016
from the Russian Ministry of Science and by Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (TR SFB11).
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